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IronNetInjector: Weaponizing .NET Dynamic Language Runtime 

Engines 

ANTHONY ROSE* and SCOTT GRAHAM* , Air Force Institute of Technology 

JACOB KRASNOV , Independent Researcher 

As adversaries evolve their Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) to stay ahead of defenders, Microsoft’s .NET Frame- 

work emerges as a common component found in the tradecraft of many contemporary Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs), 

whether through PowerShell or C#. Because of .NET’s ease of use and availability on every recent Windows system, it is at 

the forefront of modern TTPs and is a primary means of exploitation. This article considers the .NET Dynamic Language 

Runtime as an attack vector, and how APTs have utilized it for offensive purposes. The technique under scrutiny is Bring 

Your Own Interpreter (BYOI), which is the ability of developers to embed dynamic languages into .NET using an engine. 

The focus of this analysis is an adversarial use case in which APT Turla utilized BYOI as an evasion technique, using an 

IronPython .NET Injector named IronNetInjector. This research analyzes IronNetInjector and how it was used to reflectively 

load .NET assemblies. It also evaluates the role of Antimalware Scan Interface (AMSI) in defending Windows. Due to AMSI 

being at the core of Windows malware mitigation, this article further evaluates the memory patching bypass technique by 

demonstrating a novel AMSI bypass method in IronPython using Platform Invoke (P/Invoke). 

CCS Concepts: • Security and privacy → Malware and its mitigation; • Social and professional topics → Mal- 

ware/spyware crime; • Software and its engineering → Interpreters ; 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The .NET framework is a general-purpose development platform maintained by Microsoft and included by de- 
fault in the Windows family of operating systems. Some key features that make .NET a simplified development 
environment are the inclusion of automatic memory management and reflection. An essential part of .NET is 
its ability to support language-agnostic compilation through the Dynamic Language Runtime (DLR) . Tools 
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built in .NET can interact with various functions, regardless of the language, as long as that language is sup- 
ported by .NET. Unfortunately, .NET’s availability on every current Windows system and its flexibility are also 

attractive to adversaries, bringing it to the forefront of modern Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures (TTPs) 

and a primary means of exploitation [ 23 , 24 ]. 
Microsoft designed .NET to support a range of programming languages, allowing them to seamlessly share 

libraries [ 16 ]. Traditionally, dynamic languages in .NET were used by developers to sidestep the problematic 
engineering at the lower levels, which was already handled by the framework. However, these same developer 
features can be easily adapted to create a robust attack path by Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) . 

This article focuses on the DLR as a primary attack vector, as it is the layer that interacts directly with dy- 
namic languages, either internally or externally to the DLR. Examples of dynamic languages include PowerShell, 
IronPython, and parts of C#. The DLR has been heavily used by adversaries, with many of their tools leveraging 

PowerShell and C#, which are not hosted in the DLR, but can access functionality within the DLR and thus may 

not realize that their tools are inadvertently using the DLR or Common Language Runtime (CLR) . Adversaries 
have forced Microsoft to include instrumentation at lower levels for detection due to the substantial amount of 
.NET tradecraft used by APTs. Microsoft’s instrumentation has become one of the core functions used by de- 
fenders. Specifically, the key instrumentation used by Windows is the Antimalware Scan Interface (AMSI) , 
a versatile interface standard provided by Microsoft that allows applications and services to integrate with any 

antimalware product, enhancing malware protection for end-users, data, applications, and workloads [ 2 ]. 
In addition, this article will analyze the Russian APT known as Turla and their IronPython 2 .NET loader 

known as IronNetInjector. This loader reflectively loads Dynamic Link Librarys (DLLs) and executables into 

remote processes and is a port of the infamous Invoke-ReflectivePEInjection. Turla used IronNetInjector to by- 
pass many modern Windows detections and deploy their custom C++ implant, ComRAT. Two additional un- 
named APTs were found to have built similar implementations in IronPython as a part of their attack chains [ 5 , 
26 ]. Due to the similarities in the implementations, IronNetInjector was chosen to be analyzed, however, the 
conclusions can be extended to the overarching technique. 

The technique of embedding dynamic languages within the DLR is a known feature of .NET. This feature 
was investigated by the Command and Control (C2) software Silent Trinity, using a technique known as Bring 

Your Own Interpreter (BYOI) . BYOI is the ability to embed third-party dynamic languages into .NET [ 30 ]. The 
project was initially implemented in IronPython 2, but was later converted to Boolang, another .NET language. 

Silent Trinity would eventually drop IronPython altogether due to two perceived shortfalls. First, IronPython’s 
inability to support Platform Invoke (P/Invoke), which is the capability to access unmanaged libraries from 

managed code, discussed in Sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6 . Second, a program must run in its IronPython standard 

library implementation, and would break if called from within memory [ 31 ]. However, careful consideration of 
these perceived shortfalls determined that they would indeed be possible. Exactly how they can be overcome is 
discussed in Sections 4.1.2 and 5 . 

Finally, this work expands the existing research into BYOI by incorporating a pure IronPython-based implant 
to demonstrate the evasive capabilities of this technique. In addition, it expands on previous research into BYOI 
and implements P/Invoke, previously assumed to not be possible [ 30 , 31 , 33 ]. The Proof-of-Concept (POC) adds 
support for IronPython 3, a new interpreter designed to run Python 3 code, versus the legacy Python 2.7 code 
supported in IronPython 2. In addition, the POC demonstrates that after the embedded language interpreter, also 

known as an engine, is loaded into the .NET environment, AMSI will only conduct interrogation on assembly 

loads. The scanning at assembly load is then abused by maintaining the payload’s code within the loaded dynamic 
language’s engine and thereby appearing to be “clean” by AMSI. BYOI as an adversary TTP was first employed 

with Turla’s IronNetInjector, where unmanaged code was loaded using a .NET loader. However, this TTP could 

have been enhanced by leveraging the full capabilities of managed code. A potential adversary could use this 
concept to load an implant into the DLR and operate entirely within the loaded language, essentially avoiding 

most modern Windows detection capabilities. 
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Fig. 1. Architecture diagram of the DLR and CLR interactions with compilers and the operating system services. 

2 BACKGROUND 

Embedding interpreters and BYOI leverage numerous technologies of the .NET Framework. The specific areas 
that are covered in the following sections are .NET assemblies, CLR, DLR, Language-Integrated Query (LINQ) , 
managed and unmanaged code, and IronPython. 

2.1 .NET Framework 

The .NET framework is a proprietary software product designed and developed by Microsoft, the first version of 
which was released in 2002. Essentially, .NET is a virtual machine for compiling and executing programs written 

in various programming languages. All languages are compiled through the CLR, which is the runtime envi- 
ronment in the .NET Framework that runs the code and provides various services such as remote management, 
thread management, type safety, and memory management [ 35 ]. The CLR is responsible for managing the exe- 
cution of .NET programs, regardless of the programming language, and assists in the management of managed 

code. In 2014, Microsoft announced that they will be offering an open-source implementation of .NET known as 
.NET Core, which was an effort to include cross-platform support for .NET. 

2.1.1 .NET Assemblies. An assembly is a collection of resources that are built to form an executable (EXE) 

or DLL and are the core component of deployment and security permissions for .NET-based applications [ 27 ]. 
Even though .NET assemblies may be compiled to look like EXE and DLL files, they are fundamentally different 
than the files generated from unmanaged code. The most important aspect of .NET assemblies is that any .NET 

language, including third parties, can execute them. By this definition, the scripting engines or dynamic language 
interpreters are just .NET assemblies [ 35 ]. 

2.1.2 Common Language Runtime. The CLR provides the underlying infrastructure for the .NET Frame- 
work by supporting a language and platform-neutral environment [ 14 ]. The CLR provides a managed exe- 
cution environment that is responsible for just-in-time compilation of Common Intermediate Language 

(CIL)/Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) into native machine code [ 37 ]. In this approach, .NET lan- 
guages are compiled into a CIL/MSIL Portable Executable (PE) that allows them to be cross-platform sup- 
ported. The base class library in .NET provides an interface between the higher-level classes and the CLR to 

enable garbage collection, class loading, engines, debugging, and security services [ 14 ]. Compilers hosted in the 
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DLR will generate CIL, a language-neutral intermediate language, that is loaded for execution in the CLR. The 
CIL will then be compiled to native code by the Just-in-Time Compiler (JIT) and executed by the machine. 

2.1.3 Dynamic Language Runtime. The DLR runs on top of the CLR and provides computer language services 
for dynamic languages. The services provided by the DLR include a dynamic type system shared by all DLR 

languages, dynamic method dispatching, dynamic code generation, and a hosting Application Programming 

Interface (API) . Dynamic language implementations share a common underlying code that allows them to 

interact with one another through libraries. The DLR makes it possible to implement language specificities on 

top of a language-agnostic Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) , also known as .NET Expression Trees. The DLR enables 
any language to be compiled into CIL/MSIL and executed by the CLR. 

This architecture emerges naturally from the idea that the number of elementary language constructs that 
would have to be implemented on the generic stack should be inherently limited. The DLR dynamically generates 
code corresponding to the functionality expressed by these nodes. The compiler for any dynamic language is 
implemented on top of the DLR and has to generate DLR ASTs to provide to DLR libraries. The DLR is a runtime 
environment that adds a set of services to the CLR to ease development. Fundamentally, the DLR is a set of APIs 
for interacting with the CLR that enables scripting languages for Microsoft support and third-party languages. 

.NET can support any language as long as it provides an assembly for interpretation. Language compilers and 

tools expose the runtime’s functionality in ways that are intended to be useful and intuitive to developers [ 37 ]. 
Once the interpreter is loaded into .NET, the language is accessible within the DLR. The most common .NET 

languages that are natively supported are PowerShell and C#. Of particular relevance here is that all dynamic 
languages must eventually go through the CLR. 

2.1.4 LINQ Expressions. Interpreted languages are decomposed into LINQ expressions prior to being com- 
piled into CIL code. These LINQ expressions, a key enabler of the DLR, are a means of querying a data source 
and retrieving it in a structured manner. Importantly, they have their own library class that can be used to compile 
expressions into executable CIL, and thus use a different compilation interface than traditional .NET assemblies. 
As a result, many of the detection methods that Microsoft has put into the .NET framework are incapable of 
seeing LINQ expressions. 

2.1.5 Managed Code. The CLR “manages” code by compiling it into machine code and then executing it [ 36 ]. 
The CLR handles functions like memory management and garbage collection and abstracts those functions from 

the programmer. Managed code benefits from features such as cross-language integration, cross-language ex- 
ception handling, enhanced security, versioning and deployment support, a simplified model for component 
interaction, and debugging and profiling services [ 37 ]. 

2.1.6 Unmanaged Code. Unmanaged code runs outside of the .NET framework and is responsible for per- 
forming all its own functions, such as memory management [ 37 , 39 ]. A key aspect of unmanaged code is that it 
is compiled directly into machine code. However, Microsoft provides an Unmanaged CLR Hosting API for use 
with unmanaged code, and allows applications to integrate the CLR into their applications [ 32 ]. Unmanaged 

libraries can be accessed from managed code and vice versa through the use of P/Invoke; this relationship is 
displayed in Figure 2 . 

2.2 IronPython 

IronPython implements the Python programming language in the .NET framework. It was originally created by 

Jim Hugunin in 2004 and was a Microsoft sponsored project [ 11 ]. IronPython allows developers to write Python 

code that runs seamlessly on the .NET platform, which opens up new possibilities for developing applications 
in Python that can take advantage of powerful .NET features. This means that IronPython can access all of the 
libraries that are available in the .NET platform, including file I/O and networking. IronPython offers seamless 
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Fig. 2. Communication between managed and unmanaged code using Platform Invoke (P/Invoke) through the standard 

marshalling service, inspired by Reference [ 38 ]. 

integration with other .NET languages, such as C#. Developers can mix and match IronPython code with other 
.NET languages, allowing for a powerful and flexible programming environment [ 19 ]. 

3 ANTIMALWARE SCAN INTERFACE 

Windows Defender is the default protection software in the Windows operating system, and many antivirus 
software and Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) solutions use the interfaces it provides. Defender 
contains two distinct detection profiles: on-disk scanning and in-memory scanning, referred to as the AMSI 
database. On-disk scanning uses one set of detection signatures, while samples from AMSI are compared against 
a separate library of signatures that provide a level of independence. Microsoft defines AMSI as “a versatile 
interface standard that allows your applications and services to integrate with any antimalware product on 

a machine. AMSI provides enhanced malware protection for your end-users and their data, applications, and 

workloads” [ 2 ]. In this construct, AMSI is a vendor-agnostic malware scanning and protection provider that 
supports any antimalware product by providing Win32 API and Component Object Model (COM) interfaces. 
AMSI is integrated directly into the Windows environment and provides protection for User Access Control 

(UAC) , PowerShell, dynamic code evaluation, Windows Script Host, JavaScript, VBScript, and Office Visual 

Basic for Applications (VBA) macros. Instrumentation is heavily leveraged in the PowerShell environment. 
AMSI is a powerful antimalware tool, because it can evaluate commands being passed to the scripting com- 

pilation engine at runtime after removing obfuscation and encryption [ 18 ]. It also supports multiple scripting 

languages and is built as a DLL with an API interface that any registered antivirus provider can access. Even 

though AMSI can handle multiple scripting languages, its performance outside of PowerShell and C# is limited. 
As of .NET 4.8, AMSI is integrated into the CLR and will inspect assemblies when the load function is called. The 
relationship of AMSI and how it interacts with PowerShell and the CLR are displayed in Figure 3 . 

In recent versions of Windows, antivirus software is not granted direct access to lower levels of the kernel. 
Microsoft made this decision to avoid issues with instability caused by antivirus developers. To mitigate the 
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Fig. 3. Communication between Windows security services and .NET services, such as System.Management.Automation 

and the CLR. 

instability, PatchGuard was introduced to Windows in 2005, prohibiting third-party antivirus from intercepting 

system calls in the kernel. 

3.1 PowerShell Security Instrumentation 

In response to the extensive use of PowerShell by threat actors, Microsoft introduced a multitude of security 

features over the years. Although these security features have made it significantly more difficult for attackers 
to remain undetected, PowerShell remains one of the most prolific attack vectors identified by Cybersecurity 

and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and National Security Agency (NSA) with 65% of sophisticated 

attacks leveraging PowerShell [ 21 , 25 ]. However, these security features motivated attackers to start developing 

their tools in new .NET languages such as C# or IronPython. Table 1 lists a short history and overview of the 
various PowerShell security features. 

Transcription logging is the earliest security measure implemented in PowerShell. It simply records the com- 
mand line input that the compiler receives and is considered the most rudimentary of the security measures. 
Transcription logging was later upgraded to include inputs from any application with an interface to the Power- 
Shell environment or runspace, such as PowerShell runspace hosted in C# [ 15 ]. The usefulness of transcription 

logging comes from seeing the raw commands that were executed. This allows for monitoring system adminis- 
trators and has limited use for analyzing potential attacker behaviors. Unfortunately, transcription logging does 
not deobfuscate commands and analysts will need to move to another form of logging or manually analyze the 
commands. The effectiveness of PowerShell security features in versions 3 and 4 was increased with the intro- 
duction of Module and ScriptBlock logging. However, they did not provide defenders with sufficient information. 
It was not until PowerShell Version 5 that Microsoft introduced “Deep ScriptBlock Logging” and the AMSI inter- 
face. ScriptBlock logging in PowerShell Version 5 provided a large jump forward in data collection and logging of 
dynamic code generation. At this time, attackers felt a shift in Defender’s capabilities in PowerShell. Microsoft’s 
PowerShell Team categorized the upgrades as significant for detecting malicious PowerShell, which still remains 
one of the top “fileless” malware attack surfaces used by attackers [ 15 ]. 

The AMSI interface was an important introduction, helping to provide Defenders with an early detection sys- 
tem, and is hooked into the ScriptBlock compile function. When a Script is entered into a PowerShell context, 
it is first converted into a ScriptBlock. The first time that ScripBlock is invoked, the compile function sends the 
code over to AMSI to be scanned for malicious content, resulting in one of the responses outlined in Section 3.4 . 
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Table 1. Timeline and Release Version of PowerShell Security Features 

Security Feature 

PowerShell 

Version 

Release 

Year Description 

Transcription logging v2 2009 Provides a log of all information entered directly into 

the PowerShell command pipeline. 
Module logging v3 2012 Logs all PowerShell modules executed and their 

entered arguments. Logs are generated in temporal 
order but correlated to each other 

ScriptBlock logging v4 2013 Provides insight into all Scriptblocks executed on the 
system. This includes ScriptBlocks generated from 

commands such as Invoke-Expression or 
[ScriptBlock]::create() . 

AMSI instrumentation v5 2016 Allows for the scanning of code as it enters the 
Just-in-time (JIT) compiler requiring code to be 
compiler readable. This prevents popular methods of 
code obfuscation from being present when the code is 
scanned. 

If not deemed malicious, then the code gets logged by the ScriptBlock Logging function, if enabled, and com- 
piled. Once compiled, the machine code is generated and attached to the ScriptBlock. Subsequent invocations 
of the ScriptBlock execute the attached machine code. These two functions occurring at compile time posed a 
significant Operational Security (OPSEC) risk to continuing operations in PowerShell, causing attackers to 

explore additional .NET language options. 

3.2 .NET AMSI Instrumentation 

As a result of this exploration into other .NET languages, offensive security researchers converted their tooling 

from PowerShell to C# due to the lack of AMSI instrumentation in the CLR. This came with some significant 
constraints, such as the need to precompile code and identify a priori which .NET framework version the target 
was running. The most prolific project of this new tooling was undoubtedly Covenant [ 6 ]. This project auto- 
mated a lot of the overhead associated with .NET and ported many of the existing PowerShell TTPs to C#. The 
lack of monitoring tools quickly made C# the most popular offensive tool development language for Red Team 

researchers and was adopted by many threat actors. 
As a result, in the .NET 4.8 release, AMSI was integrated into the CLR. This gave defenders some hooks to 

analyze the loading of .NET assemblies but has not been nearly as effective as integrating AMSI into PowerShell. 
There are two reasons for this, first, because AMSI is hooked into the CLR, it can only analyze the CIL of the 
assembly rather than the raw code, hobbling detection. The second reason is that assemblies are only scanned 

when loaded from memory, thus relying on antivirus scanning to detect any malicious assemblies that occur 
on disk. The assumption made in .NET that files on disk are clean is noted in the CLR code published in .NET 

Core and states, “Here we will invoke into AmsiScanBuffer, a centralized area for non-OS programs to report 
into Defender (and potentially other anti-malware tools). This should only run on in-memory loads, Assem- 
bly.Load(byte[]), for example. Loads from disk are already instrumented by Defender, so calling AmsiScanBuffer 
will not cause the file to be scanned” [ 12 ]. 

An additional advantage of C# is that it has easier access to lower level APIs such as Win32. In fact, when 

conducting P/Invoke from PowerShell through Add-Type , it is leveraging C# to build an assembly and facilitate 
access to those functions. These advantages have led to a number of project developments in C#, such as Donut, 
D/Invoke, and Ghost Pack. 
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Fig. 4. Example execution of “amsicontext” and its corresponding AMSI result of AMSI_RESULT_DETECTED. 

3.3 Other AMSI Instrumentation 

Although AMSI integration into PowerShell and the later addition to the CLR are the most researched interfaces, 
AMSI was actually integrated into several Windows-supported scripting languages at the time of release, to 

include VBScript and JavaScript. Later, VBA support was also added. However, the lack of research into code 
obfuscation in these languages and other anecdotal evidence indicates a lack of effectiveness. Given that VBA was 
one of the most popular methods of initial exploitation until recently, it’s not clear why AMSI does not appear 
to be effective within the engine. Although AMSI is seen as relatively ineffective, all of them have published 

methods for disabling AMSI to load additional resources for execution of PowerShell or C# assemblies. 

3.4 AMSI Determinations 

When AMSI passes the code/bytes to the antivirus software, it expects one of five responses. An example of a 
returned malicious result is displayed in Figure 4 . 

Under normal operations, Windows Defender is the detection engine leveraged. Defender utilizes an ag- 
gregate risk measurement to determine if the examined sample is malicious. This means that as malicious 
keywords and snippets are identified, it elevates the overall risk posture of the machine. Subsequent snip- 
pets are then scrutinized more harshly. The aggregate risk number is then rounded to one of the five re- 
sponses in the AMSI result enumeration. AMSI_RESULT_CLEAN , with a result code of 0, indicates a clean 

result, which means there is no possibility of the scanned component being malicious now or in the future. 
AMSI_RESULT_NOT_DETECTED , with a result code of 1, means that, currently, the scanned code is not 
deemed malicious but that the status could change in the future. This type of code is what AMSI returns under 
normal circumstances. The AMSI_RESULT_BLOCKED_BY_ADMIN_START response, with a result code of 
16384, indicates that a Group Policy Object (GPO) blocked execution. AMSI assigns risk values as it scans, and 

these values are summed. A total value of 32,767 or less indicates that the program should proceed. A value of 
32,768 or higher indicates malware and that the process should be halted. The returned result will still be 32,768 
even if the evaluated result was higher [ 1 ]. All possible AMSI results are listed in Table 2 . 

3.5 AMSI Detection Effectiveness 

An experiment on the effectiveness of AMSI was conducted to compare the detection rates of malicious and non- 
malicious files. Since AMSI is antivirus agnostic, the test can leverage the existing AMSI API and was run against 
the Windows Defender AMSI detection database, from here referred to as just AMSI. The experiment involved 

running 45 Bernoulli trials on various file types. The files included known malware samples and administrator 
tools that were pulled from VirusTotal, GitHub, and VX Underground. Windows Defender conducted interro- 
gation on the samples to see how accurately it could detect the malicious files with the result reported back 

through AMSI. The files were executed on Windows 11 Version 22621.1265 with real-time protection enabled, 
and the results were recorded and shown in Table 3 . 

Since AMSI is a Microsoft product and is not open-source, some inferences must be made. First, AMSI’s sig- 
natures are dynamic and are owned by Microsoft, so at any given time, the detection performance can vary 
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Table 2. AMSI Result Names, Codes, and Descriptions 

AMSI Result Name Result Code Description ‘ 
AMSI_RESULT_CLEAN 0 No malicious behavior was detected and 

is unlikely to be modified in the future. 
AMSI_RESULT_NOT_DETECTED 1 No malicious behavior was detected but 

could be modified in the future. 
Microsoft considers this a neutral result. 

AMSI_RESULT_BLOCKED_BY_ADMIN_START 16,384 Configured computer policy blocked 

script execution. 
AMSI_RESULT_BLOCKED_BY_ADMIN_END 20,479 Configured computer policy blocked 

script execution. 
AMSI_RESULT_DETECTED 32,768 Any value equal to or greater than 

32,768 is considered malware and is 
blocked from execution. 

Table 3. AMSI Detection Performance against Common Malicious and 

Non-malicious Files 

Malicious File Non-malicious File Total 

Malware Detected 40% (18) 7% (3) 21 
Malware Not Detected 4% (2) 49% (22) 24 
Total 20 25 45 

depending on the set of signatures held. Second, Microsoft regularly updates the signature tables used by AMSI, 
and results can vary between days from events like “Patch Tuesday.”

In this test, samples have no evasion or obfuscation techniques applied before being scanned by AMSI. The 
experiment showed that AMSI was reasonably effective at classifying files with an overall classification accu- 
racy of 89%. AMSI correctly classified 18 of the malicious files with a detection rate of 86% detection rate. In 

contrast, AMSI misclassified files as either malicious or non-malicious in 14% of the trials, as seen in Table 3 . 
This experiment is designed to provide a baseline detection performance measure that is compared against the 
BYOI technique in Section 4.4 . 

3.6 AMSI Bypasses 

AMSI proved to be an effective deterrent against scripting language attacks, which led offensive researchers to 

focus on how it could be bypassed. The first and most straightforward approach was adopting obfuscation tech- 
niques for code. AMSI requires that traditional methods like Base64 encoding or XOR encryption be unwound, 
since the code must be interpreted as readable text, but that does not mean that all obfuscation has to be un- 
done. For example, things like string concatenation or flow control obfuscation are interpreter readable and thus 
are still present in the code gathered by AMSI. Since AMSI ultimately relies on static code analysis, it suffers 
weaknesses regarding signature building. The use of signatures means that obfuscation is heavily pursued by 

researchers with projects, such as Confuser and Invoke-Obfuscation, which alter the code signatures to avoid 

AMSI detections, but at the cost adds significant overhead to code in the form of complexity and size [ 4 , 17 ]. 

3.7 Reflection 

When AMSI was published, PowerShell was one of the most popular languages for offensive tool development. 
Unsurprisingly, one of the first AMSI bypasses was found in PowerShell. It is significant in the context of this 
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Code Listing. 1. Reflective AMSI bypass from Matt Graeber’s tweet [ 13 ]. 

Fig. 5. PowerShell source code line that allows AMSI to fail open if amsiInitFailed does not initialize [ 22 ]. 

analysis for two reasons. The first is that it leverages reflection, which is the same technique that allows for 
the embedding of .NET DLR interpreters. The second is that it highlights an important design decision made 
by Microsoft as part of interface implementation. Matt Graeber published this bypass in a single tweet in 2016, 
presented here in Code Listing 1 [ 13 ]. 

This bypass works by reflectively modifying the amsiInitFailed value within the PowerShell environment. 
This variable is set at the start of PowerShell Runtime startup to let the environment know if amsi.dll was 
successfully loaded or not. If the DLL failed to load for any reason, then amsiInitFailed would be set to zero. 
In this case, Microsoft decided that it was more important to allow PowerShell to continue to run instead of 
causing the runtime to terminate. This is important, because PowerShell is essential to network administrators, 
and Microsoft did not want the corruption or deletion of the DLL to prevent network administrators from being 

able to do their jobs. As a result of this variable being set to True when AMSI gets called, rather than scanning 

the code being passed, it just returns “neutral” results, which effectively means that the code is reported as 
being non-malicious. Figure 5 shows line 1,406 of the PowerShell source code, where amsiInitFailed triggers 
the return of “neutral results.” Since reflection allows code to modify its own structure, and the amsiInitFailed 

variable is a part of the PowerShell runtime, its value can be updated at any time and an attacker is able to force 
PowerShell to treat AMSI as if it was not properly loaded. 

3.8 AMSI In-Memory Patching 

While the reflection method above was one of the first bypasses, it is an incomplete solution for attackers, 
because it only allows PowerShell scripts to bypass AMSI, it does not modify the amsi.dll and thus, any .NET 

assemblies that are loaded will still be sent to AMSI for scanning, which is problematic for attackers when loading 

embedded interpreters. To solve this problem, attackers devised a method of patching the AMSI DLL itself so 

that the function responsible for scanning the code never does so. The most popular of these methods has been 

to patch the AmsiScanBuffer to force a return of 0 by the function, as documented above, causing the result to be 
interpreted as AMSI_RESULT_CLEAN . This method has been used by a number of APTs, including Turla [ 10 ]. 
The code example below has been integrated into Empire, a popular .NET and PowerShell-based Command 

and Control (C2) framework, and is based on the AMSI implementations of Turla and Tal Liberman [ 29 ]. 
This method uses C# to expose the native API calls in Kernel32 to PowerShell through P/Invoke. This allows 

an attacker to obtain the memory location of the AmsiScanBuffer and then patch the AmsiScanBuffer function to 

throw an error of E_INVALIDARG [ 8 ]. Although this is not a result of clean code, how the function handles the 
error causes the result to get converted to 0 [ 8 ]. The bypass is accomplished by converting E_INVALIDARG to 

bytes and then passing it to the AmsiBuffStream using P/Invoke. 
While more complicated than the previous method, it does not cause AMSI to fail. Instead, it preserves the 

appearance of the scan being completed fully. Compared to the reflection method in Section 3.7 , that prevents the 
amsi.dll from ever being called, which an EDR could flag as being potentially malicious behavior. The memory 
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Code Listing. 2. Example of a memory patching AMSI bypass using samples from Turla and Tal Liberman [ 9 , 10 , 20 ]. 

Fig. 6. Memory patching AMSI bypass using an invalid argument to skip the AmsiScanBuffer, inspired from Reference [ 8 ]. 

patching AMSI bypass is also a more complete bypass, ensuring that any AMSI hook in the process, whether 
that be PowerShell, the CLR, or some other interpreter, will result in the scan being bypassed. As a result of this 
technique, many EDRs have adopted a technique of monitoring the amsi.dll for memory tampering. The example 
seen in Code Listing 2 is a bypass derived from Tal Liberman’s research and samples collected from Turla’s 2019 
bypass. The memory patch AMSI bypass is detailed in Figure 6 . 
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4 ABUSING EMBEDDED INTERPRETERS 

The DLR was created with the idea that developers could bring any language into a .NET environment as long as 
an interpreter assembly exists. Dynamic languages are typically implemented in C# and utilize LINQ expressions 
to translate them. Recall from 2.1.4 , LINQ is a set of features in .NET that provides a uniform way to query data 
from different data sources, such as databases, XML documents, and collections, using a syntax that is similar to 

SQL. By leveraging LINQ expressions, these interpreters allow for the execution of other DLR languages within 

.NET with the only requirement that they include an assembly for the new language to run inside. Due to the fact 
that LINQ expressions utilize a different base class library than assemblies, they access a different compilation 

interface to the JIT compiler circumventing the AMSI scan interface. The interpreters are loaded using a .NET 

function known as Assembly.Load() , which loads the assembly with a Common Object File Format (COFF) 

image containing an emitted assembly, which is the PE output from the C# compiler, thus loaded into the ap- 
plication domain of the caller. From there, the application can run the loaded DLR language as an interpreted 

scripting language and generate the required CIL on the fly. 

4.1 Bring Your Own Interpreter (BYOI) 

The concept of BYOI is thus a capability based entirely on legitimate functionality provided in the .NET frame- 
work. This greatly increases the flexibility of the programming languages and allows programmers to use 
simplified high-level languages that are not platform portable. Examples of .NET languages include Boolang, 
ClearScript, IronPython, S#, and IronRuby. 

At load time of the interpreter assembly, AMSI is instrumented and conducts its interrogation. However, after 
the language runtime environment is created within the DLR, AMSI will no longer have insight into the dynamic 
language environment. This means that code is scanned at inception, but will no longer be touched by AMSI, 
because the system determines it to be clean. This assumption by AMSI is what can be exploited using the BYOI 
technique, because loading another DLR language inside of an environment will limit AMSI’s ability to scan 

the following layers. There exist some instances where AMSI can still scan for malicious code, one being the 
moment a function leaves the environment to execute. An example would be executing PowerShell using the 
System.Management.Automation.dll, which would load an instance of AMSI. 

Based on these limitations of AMSI, the concept of embedding third-party interpreters for offensive capa- 
bilities was first pioneered by Marcello Salvati in Silent Trinity [ 30 , 31 ]. Silent Trinity initially implemented 

IronPython 2, but was later converted to Boolang due to two perceived limitations of the language: (1) An 

IronPython of any non-trivial complexity requires the standard library and no methods for calling the standard 

librar y from memor y existed and (2) IronPython could not support P/Invoke [ 31 ]. It was a natural assumption 

that these limitations would exist, given the information known at the time. However, this research proves that 
calling the standard library from memory was possible, demonstrated in Section 4.1.2 . Furthermore, this work 

overcame the second limitation as well, implementing an IronPython P/Invoke method in Section 5 . 
The concept of BYOI would be weaponized by an APT quickly after the initial POC was released. Turla 

and two unnamed APTs would use BYOI as an AMSI evasion TTP starting in 2021. The methodology used by 

the threats are all relatively similar as they rely on using IronPython to load custom implants and not imple- 
menting their payloads themselves in IronPython. For this reason, IronNetInjector was chosen for analysis and 

used as the basis for the P/Invoke research, covered in depth in Section 4.2 . 

4.1.1 Embedding Assemblies. The method developed here uses IronPython as the delivered language. 
IronPython was chosen for multiple reasons, but primarily because it is an open-source implementation of the 
Python programming language and is integrated with .NET to use both the .NET and Python libraries [ 19 ]. Iron- 
Python does not come preinstalled with .NET, which requires a series of functions to load the environment and 

take advantage of the full capabilities of the language, as outlined in Figure 7 . First, the IronPython assemblies 
are embedded within the C# executable and those same assemblies are reflectively loaded into the instances. The 
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Fig. 7. Diagram demonstrating operations for filelessly loading IronPython and executing code using .NET assemblies. 

Code Listing. 3. Assembly loading function in C# used to load DLL from embedded resources. 

assemblies are stored within the program as embedded resources, which allows them to be loaded completely 

within memory using Code Listing 3 . The interpreter engine, which houses the IronPython environment, can 

then be created after the IronPython assembly is loaded. At this point, the program could load the IronPython 

code directly. 

4.1.2 Loading the IronPython Standard Library. The IronPython standard library is a collection of pre-built 
modules that come included with the IronPython programming language, and are based on the Python standard 

libraries. These modules provide a wide range of functionality that can be used to build complex tools without 
having to write all the code from scratch. Some of the modules included in the standard library provides services 
such as file I/O, regular expressions, networking, and database access. 

The IronPython engine will not benefit from IronPython standard library unless it is loaded on the disk of 
the machine or is loaded in memory. A method to load the standard library is to use an embedded resource 
containing a zip file of the libraries as part of the assembly. Code Listing 4 demonstrates how the zip file can be 
loaded into memory using ResourceMetaPathImporter , which will treat it as a directory without being written to 
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Code Listing. 4. Python standard library loading function using ZIP file from embedded resources. 

Table 4. IOCs from VirusTotal for Turla’s IronNetInjector Attack Chain 

Filename IOC 

profilec.py 3aa37559ef282ee3ee67c4a61ce4786e38d5bbe19bdcbeae0ef504d79be752b6 
10profilec.py 8df0c705da0eab20ba977b608f5a19536e53e89b14e4a7863b7fd534bd75fd72 
IronPython-2.7.7z 82333533f7f7cb4123bceee76358b36d4110e03c2219b80dced5a4d63424cc93 
NetInjector.dll a56f69726a237455bac4c9ac7a20398ba1f50d2895e5b0a8ac7f1cdb288c32cc 
part_3.data a64e79a81b5089084ff88e3f4130e9d5fa75e732a1d310a1ae8de767cbbab061 
120profilec.py b5b4d06e1668d11114b99dbd267cde784d33a3f546993d09ede8b9394d90ebb3 
220profile.py b095fd3bd3ed8be178dafe47fc00c5821ea31d3f67d658910610a06a1252f47d 

*.bin b641687696b66e6e820618acc4765162298ba3e9106df4ef44b2218086ce8040 
*.virobj 18c173433daafcc3aea17fc4f7792d0ff235f4075a00feda88aa1c9f8f6e1746 
profile.py c1b8ecce81cf4ff45d9032dc554efdc7a1ab776a2d24fdb34d1ffce15ef61aad 

PeInjector_x64.dll c59fadeb8f58bbdbd73d9a2ac0d889d1a0a06295f1b914c0bd5617cfb1a08ce9 
profilec.py c430ebab4bf827303bc4ad95d40eecc7988bdc17cc139c8f88466bc536755d4e 

the disk. Once the standard libraries are loaded into memory, the engine can call IronPython code to execute, 
proving that the standard library can be implemented within memory. 

4.2 IronNetInjector 

Palo Alto’s Unit 42 gave this toolkit the name IronNetInjector due to it being an IronPython implementation of 
Turla’s internal project NetInjector [ 28 ]. IronNetInjector’s main objective is to load unmanaged code through 

an embedded process injector and is simply a wrapper for hosting the two payloads: NetInjector and Com- 
RAT. IronNetInjector appeared as early as August 2020, where FireEye first identified the payload within an 

IronPython-2.7.7z file, which contained IronPython code and a reference to ComRAT [ 3 ]. In January of 2021, 
Dragos identified four additional samples that contained IronNetInjector and could attribute the loader as being 

from Turla [ 7 ]. 
The analysis of IronNetInjector used samples from VirusTotal with the Indicators of Compromises (IOCs) 

from Table 4 . The launching mechanism and embedding process were not identified during the initial discovery 

of IronNetInjector. This research uses the launching method from Section 4.1.2 as the initial stages of deploying 

the payload. A Microsoft Software Installer (MSI) file was identified with one of the samples. However, it 
is unlikely that this was the final deployment method due to permission issues with running installers without 
administrator privileges. This research assumes that the initial payload would be a .NET assembly, as it is the 
most versatile option and allows for Turla to deploy it directly, or through another implant, as shellcode. The 
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Fig. 8. Turla’s IronNetInjector attack path using C#, IronPython, .NETInjector, and ComRAT. 

assembly would launch the Python Engine using the process from Section 4.1 , and load the IronPython code for 
IronNetInjector. 

Once the IronNetInjector code is loaded within the engine, it will first load the NetInjector assembly using 

Assembly.Load() . NetInjector is hosted within the IronPython code as a Base64 encoded string. Its purpose is to 

load an assembly into an unmanaged process. NetInjector is Turla’s custom toolkit for injecting payloads into 

unmanaged processes and is similar to the open-source project Donut, which can create position-independent 
shellcode that loads .NET Assemblies, PE files, and other Windows payloads from memory [ 34 ]. NetInjector does 
this by first identifying the processes on the machine and then using PENet to build the unmanaged functions. 
PENet is an open-source library for accessing unmanaged APIs. Finally, NetInjector will call the Base64 encoded 

ComRAT payload that is hosted in the IronPython code and loads the assembly into unmanaged space. The 
attack path used by Turla with IronNetInjector is demonstrated in Figure 8 . 

Figure 9 is a sample of the IronNetInjector’s IronPython code. This code is loaded into the Python engine and 

is used to host the NetInjector and ComRAT payloads. It can be seen that the Assembly.Load function is used to 

reflectively load NetInjector, which will load the ComRAT payload into a process. 
There were no indications of an AMSI bypass being used within IronNetInjector. However, Turla has been 

known to utilize PowerShell extensively for their tradecraft and to launch their bypasses [ 10 ]. For the purpose of 
this research, we must assume that Turla will embed a C# implementation of their 2019 AMSI bypass into their 
payload as it is relatively simple to adapt. 

4.3 Post-Interpreted Payloads 

The only demonstrated use of BYOI with IronPython by APTs involved using it as a .NET loader and pivoting 

into C# or C. The full potential of the language has yet to be realized by a threat, as IronPython offers support 
for all of the functionality in C#. This work expands on BYOI and IronNetInjector to create a theoretical use-case 
of a purely IronPython attack chain and demonstrating the evasive capabilities that a threat could employ. This 
is accomplished by using the initialization code from Section 4 , then implementing a memory patching AMSI 
bypass from Section 3.8 in IronPython. This proves that the built-in functions of IronPython are sufficient to im- 
plement the bypass and reveals that a spawned thread would have AMSI unhooked. The spawned thread that will 
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Fig. 9. IronNetInjector code sample from 220profile.py showing the PE execution using Assembly.Load() . 

Fig. 10. Unsuccessful execution of known malicious string in PowerShell invoked from IronPython. 

be used as a demonstration is a PowerShell runspace that will be used to execute a known malicious command. 
The PowerShell runspace will be loaded into the IronPython environment. Under normal conditions, the com- 
mand amsicontext will return “This script contains malicious content and has been blocked by your antivirus 
software” whenever executed in PowerShell, as illustrated in Figure 10 . When an AMSI bypass is successfully 

executed, PowerShell will merely return amsicontext to the console. 
AMSI bypasses are relatively common in APT tradecraft. For this reason, bypasses are heavily signatured 

and are likely to get flagged early during a compromise. One method that this work suggests could be used by 

threats is shifting the AMSI bypass from C# or PowerShell into the IronPython environment. The movement 
of the AMSI bypass into the post-interpreted engine has major benefits to an operator. AMSI does not have 
insight into the environment and a staged payload would not be scanned by AMSI, thus allowing the evasion 

of modern defensive TTPs. A potential limitation would be that the payload could not leverage the capabilities 
of other features in the DLR. An example of this is how AMSI catches the potentially malicious PowerShell 
command amsicontext when moving between languages. If the AMSI bypass is implemented in IronPython, 
then AMSI would be unable to catch the malicious code when shifting between PowerShell and C# within the 
DLR. A demonstrated AMSI bypass in IronPython is displayed in Code Listing 5 . The function bypass is used to 
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Code Listing. 5. Example memory patching AMSI bypass in IronPython using WinDLL to modify the AmsiScanBuffer. 

Fig. 11. Successful execution of known malicious string in PowerShell invoked from IronPython. 

load the amsi.dll and patch the AmsiScanBuffer using the in-memory patching technique. This bypass unhooks 
AMSI from the current process and allows threads to be spawned that will also have AMSI unhooked, allowing 

an attacker to seamlessly switch between languages and TTPs. 
The critical component enabling an AMSI bypass in IronPython is the ability to import Kernel32, which gives 

access to modifying the AmsiScanBuffer . IronPython does not automatically translate the variables to a format 
that the Kernel32 functions can use. For this reason, the user must import a new set of variable types from the 
system and convert them into IntPtr and UInt32 before passing them to VirtualProtect . Once these translations 
are implemented, the code is nearly identical to Code Listing 2 . When combining the AMSI memory patching 

bypass with the IronPython code, the AmsiScanBuffer can be successfully avoided, as seen in Figure 11 . The 
sample, PS-Execute.py, is an IronPython script that contains embedded PowerShell code that is used to launch 

a known AMSI trigger. PS-Bypass.py is nearly identical and contains the same embedded PowerShell code that 
would trigger AMSI, however, it includes the addition of the BYOI AMSI bypass. 

4.4 AMSI Detection Effectiveness Against BYOI 

The experiment from Section 3.5 was re-conducted and added BYOI as an additional variable. The samples were 
collected through a series of Bernoulli trails where the executed code is independent. As expected, all the mali- 
cious and non-malicious files using BYOI were not detected as malicious. In the test environment, the limitations 
of unique test case scenarios were apparent due to the nature of constructing the BYOI environment. Additional 
trials could have been conducted with changes to the underlying scripts inside the BYOI environment. However, 
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Table 5. AMSI Detection Effectiveness against Common Malicious and Non-malicious Files Using BYOI 

BYOI Technique File Type AMSI Detection 

Malicious Non-malicious Total 
Yes Malicious 0% (0) 59% (13) 13 

Non-malicious 0% (0) 41% (9) 9 
No Malicious 40% (18) 7% (3) 21 

Non-malicious 4% (2) 49% (22) 24 
Total 20 47 67 

these would be redundant trials as the BYOI code would be replicated. This leads to a potential area for future 
research, focusing on exploring ways to expand the scope of test cases, thereby furthering our understanding of 
the technique and its implications on detection methods. 

An interesting observation, which is not shown in Table 5 , is that four trials were conducted (two malicious 
and two non-malicious) with BYOI and all were detected by AMSI as malicious. It was concluded that AMSI was 
detecting a keyword in the C# code used to generate the IronPython engine. Once the keyword was removed, the 
four samples were re-run with the new C# code and were not detected as malicious. With further analysis, there 
was no method to force a detection inside the IronPython engine without introducing potentially malicious 
code with C# prior to creating the environment. This indicates that AMSI was flagging on the precursor of 
the technique and not the technique itself. Overall, the results enforce that BYOI is effective and significant in 

avoiding AMSI. 
The three-way interaction between BYOI, file type, and AMSI’s detection are shown in Table 5 . The addition of 

BYOI as an AMSI avoidance technique is significant as it decreases AMSI’s detection rate by 48% when comparing 

true and false positives with and without BYOI. The sharp decline of AMSI’s performance is due to its inability 

to properly analyze the program heuristics once the code within the IronPython engine is executed, effectively 

masking the malicious code. Without insight into the BYOI code, AMSI cannot consistently detect malicious files. 
The experiment showed that BYOI significantly aided in the evasion process against AMSI with a 100% success 
rate in obfuscating malicious files. In comparison, malicious files without BYOI were detected by AMSI in 86% 

of trials. 

5 PLATFORM INVOKE (P/INVOKE) 

P/Invoke is a powerful feature in many .NET languages that enables developers to access and call functions in 

unmanaged DLLs and other native code libraries from within a managed .NET application. Most importantly, 
P/Invoke can interact with the Windows API, which enables access to low-level operating system functions 
required for many offensive functions such as process injection or password vault dumping. 

In the context of IronPython, P/Invoke allows it to interact with the underlying operating system in ways that 
would not be possible using pure Python code. For example, P/Invoke can perform operations such as memory 

dumps, token impersonation, and other low-level tasks that require direct access to the operating system. These 
low-level calls are abstracted in traditional Python code and are not possible. 

One of the benefits of using P/Invoke in IronPython is that it enables developers to work with native code 
libraries without having to write complex C++ code. This makes it possible to develop complex applications with 

IronPython that can take advantage of the power and flexibility of native code libraries. In addition to the tradi- 
tional offensive TTPs that P/Invoke allows, it also provides access to fixed-typed memory management that may 

enable additional cross-language communications that Python has not traditionally been able to support, due to 

its dynamic typing of variables. For example, changes in the way variables are handled between Python 2 and 

Python 3 prevent them from being able to do encrypted communications between the two. Utilizing underlying 

Windows APIs can enable more consistent memory block sizes and provide for strongly typed outputs. 
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Code Listing. 6. P/Invoke example memory patching AMSI bypass in IronPython using native methods. 

P/Invoke can also remove the necessity of in-memory loading of the full Python Standard Library, which 

has been challenging for some IronPython-based attacks. For example, in a previous analysis of Turla’s use of 
IronPython, it was unclear how they accessed the library without it being on disk. It is speculated that Turla may 

have deleted the library after the operation was completed. However, the code required to utilize P/Invoke to call 
specific functions from the Windows API and other native code libraries does not require the standard library 

to execute. All the required code definitions for IronPython are contained within the base Engine DLLs, making 

it theoretically possible to bypass the need for the full Python Standard Library altogether. This approach would 

require significant effort and development time, but would theoretically reduce the size of implants significantly, 
and make them more challenging to detect. Code Listing 6 is a code sample demonstrating how IronPython can 

disable AMSI, without the need for the Standard Library, utilizing P/Invoke. 
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While P/Invoke represents a powerful tool for offensive TTPs, it also represents an opportunity for detection. 
Due to the prevalence of use of P/Invoke in other .NET attack tools written in PowerShell or C#, Antivirus and 

EDR (AV/EDR) have developed means of detecting its use. Specifically, API hooking can watch for malicious 
calls to the Win32 API through Kernel32.dll and either block the call or restrict its effects. API hooking involves 
an AV/EDR overwriting the DLLs function calls when loaded into memory to redirect the function call to an 

analysis function within the AV/EDR engine to determine if it is a legitimate call. If deemed non-malicious, then 

the call executes as normal and the AV/EDR is transparent to the calling program. If determined to be malicious, 
then the call is typically blocked. In response to this API hooking by AV/EDR, attackers have developed means 
of defeating the hooks, including API unhooking and Dynamic Invoke (D/Invoke). D/Invoke allows for direct 
call methods, retrieve properties, or set properties, on an actual instance of control in the application. D/Invoke 
can defeat the hooks by going around the hooked call rather than calling the hooked function directly. It is 
theoretically possible to conduct D/Invoke with IronPython, however, the research would require additional 
analysis to develop a POC. 

6 MITIGATIONS AND DETECTIONS 

Before getting into the specific subsections on detection techniques, it would be beneficial to clarify the main 

challenges in detecting BYOI tradecraft and the rationale behind exploring different detection methods. Detecting 

BYOI is inherently difficult, largely due to the dependence on the host language. When we consider PowerShell, 
for instance, we find numerous opportunities for detection, thanks to the extensive logging mechanisms avail- 
able. Yet, these opportunities diminish significantly when it comes to other .NET languages like C#. 

In light of .NET 4.8’s introduction of AMSI, one might anticipate a robust mechanism for detecting BYOI 
payloads. However, the reality is less reassuring due to several notable limitations. For instance, AMSI only 

scans assemblies when loaded from memory. It assumes that other detection mechanisms, such as Defender, 
have already scrutinized assemblies loaded from the disk. This leaves a significant gap in detection coverage. 
Moreover, DLR languages bypass AMSI hooks entirely as they do not produce assemblies. Instead, they interpret 
code into LINQ expressions, which are then interpreted through their Base Class library that generates CIL for 
the CLR to ingest directly. 

With these challenges in mind, the following sections delve into specific techniques that augment our ability 

to detect BYOI tradecraft, despite the inherent difficulties. Each technique explores a different aspect of .NET 

and Windows systems, capitalizing on their unique features to bridge the current detection gaps. The ultimate 
goal is to forge a multifaceted detection approach that overcomes limitations in existing tools. 

6.1 Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) 

Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) is a powerful diagnostic technology in the Windows operating system 

that enables developers and administrators to trace and log system events, errors, and performance data. ETW 

captures and stores events that occur during the execution of an application or system, providing a detailed 

view of system performance and behavior. This technology can be used for debugging, performance analysis, 
and system monitoring in a wide range of scenarios, including software development, server management, and 

system administration. 
ETW operates through the actions of both providers and consumers. Providers are software components that 

generate events, while consumers are applications or tools that capture and analyze events. Providers can be built 
into the operating system or added by third-party software vendors. For example, the Windows Kernel provides 
several built-in providers that track events related to memory management, process creation, and network activ- 
ity. In addition, application developers can create custom providers to capture events specific to their software. 
ETW can assist in analyzing complex interactions and dependencies that occur when BYOI is employed. 

One approach to utilizing ETW for BYOI detection would be to monitor for assembly names or other in- 
dicators of known third-party DLR languages such as IronPython. The CLR provides a large number of details 
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through ETW about assemblies when loaded, in addition to the name, to include version, GUID, and Namespaces. 
Unfortunately, these are weak indicators as they are all controllable by the attacker. 

A more robust means of detection would be to look for bottlenecks of TTPs and collect related ETW events. 
This is because many of the ETW events that defenders collect and strong indicators of compromise are generated 

by providers external to the CLR. For instance, attempting to access a remote resource or even a local network 

service provider on a domain-joined machine would result in a number of ETW events being generated by 

Kerberos. These external indicators remain valid regardless of whether or not security functions within the CLR 

are ineffective or bypassed. 

6.2 Runtime Scanning 

A promising defensive approach against BYOI lies in the domain of runtime scanning. This approach entails 
augmenting the functionalities of .NET so that it not only scans assemblies during their initial loading but also 

includes a runtime scanning engine as an integrated component of interpreters. In doing so, an additional layer 
of defense can be added to identify and neutralize threats during the execution. 

Mitigations like those currently preventing malicious PowerShell execution illustrate the benefits that could be 
derived from this approach. These mechanisms have shown effectiveness in preventing potential security threats. 
Incorporating a similar scanning technique during runtime can significantly enhance the ability to detect and 

prevent BYOI attacks. This approach has the non-trivial task of creating a runtime scanning engine adaptable to 

any DLR language. 
A more restrictive approach would be controlling the ability to load and embed scripting languages within 

.NET. This approach would necessitate Microsoft introducing additional security controls within .NET. These 
controls would allow administrators to dictate which languages, if any, can be loaded. Microsoft would sign 

these white-listed languages and already have the necessary runtime scanning engine included. This approach 

becomes restrictive to developers but provides a robust detection mechanism. 

6.3 Extending AMSI to Third-party Interpreters 

An alternative mitigation technique is that AMSI be attached to assemblies when loaded. This method differs 
from the previous methods by not requiring developers to include the hooks into the interpreter engine, but 
allows any language to be built for .NET still. This method provides the benefit of scanning inside of the engine, 
but it still leaves the risk that the process could use reflection to modify itself. This recommendation does not 
solve the root problem of loading AMSI into each process independently, as it can be accessed through reflection 

and bypassed. 
As of now, there are no straightforward, robust detection mechanisms that organizations can implement. How- 

ever, by combining several fragile detection mechanisms, such as AMSI signatures for third-party .NET scripting 

languages, detecting the use of .NET language assemblies loaded within a managed process’s AppDomain, and 

application whitelisting, organizations can deter attackers from using this type of tradecraft. 

7 CONCLUSION AND FU T URE WORK 

In conclusion, this research demonstrates the potential for an APT to use the BYOI technique to evade modern 

Windows defenses and enhance their capabilities. The analysis of Turla’s IronNetInjector shows that BYOI is 
a successful TTP for evasion, and the technique can be easily adapted to include an AMSI bypass and other 
execution code to increase capabilities. While detection of BYOI can be accomplished through a combination 

of ETW, runtime scanning, and extending AMSI to third-party interpreters, no complete detection mechanism 

currently exists. As a result, there is a need for the development of a reliable defensive measure to instrument 
AMSI within a dynamic language engine. 

As discussed in Section 6 , detection of BYOI can be accomplished through a combination of ETW, runtime 
scanning, and extending AMSI to third-party interpreters. Although this combination of other fragile indications 
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could inform a primitive detection capability, no complete detection mechanism currently exists. Microsoft 
would need to re-engineer how AMSI interacts with the DLR to truly prevent a BYOI attack. For this reason, the 
security concerns have been formally disclosed to Microsoft, where their response was understandably limited 

to the following: “bypassing AMSI is not considered a vulnerability, because AMSI is loaded into each process 
individually and thus modifying it is modifying a program’s own attributes.”

7.1 Future Work 

The research presented in this article could be extended in two ways. First, a reliable defensive measure needs to 

be developed that can be used to instrument AMSI within a dynamic language engine. This defensive research 

would require modifications to the assembly loading process but would significantly increase the ability of AMSI 
to detect threats that are using the DLR offensively. Second, from an offensive perspective, extending the P/Invoke 
method to D/Invoke with IronPython can demonstrate another novel evasion method, given additional analysis 
was conducted on the POC. 

In conclusion, this article presented a detailed analysis of Turla’s BYOI TTP and how it was implemented 

within IronNetInjector. In addition, this article presented and examined a novel AMSI evasion methodology 

using IronPython and demonstrated specific .NET security concerns that current threats could be utilizing. Code 
and examples are available on GitHub at https://github.com/Air- Force- Institute- of- Technology/IronNetInjector . 
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